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SCORE. It's not just a name--it's a frame of mind.Nestled amid peach and candy-pink Art Deco buildings,
Score is the hottest gay bar in Miami's South Beach. And for friends Ray Martinez, Ted Williams, and Brian
Anderson, there's no better way to start the weekend than by checking out the steady stream of beautiful
Latin men coursing in and out of Score's doors...While Miami is home to the most gorgeous males ever
created by God or a lifetime gym membership, Ray, resident movie critic at The Miami News, would give
the dating scene a one-star review. Tired of hooking up with sculpted, shallow hunks who use books as towel
weights, Ray is thrilled to finally meet a guy he wants to take home to mami and papi...Ted, host of a popular
Miami version of Entertainment Tonight, has enjoyed all the perks of his celebrity status. But being
overexposed has its downside. Ted's longing for a deeper connection spurs a reckless move that could cost
him everything...Brian has a life of leisure with his fabulously wealthy older boyfriend. The key rule to their
open relationship: no sleeping with the same guy twice. But ever since Brian met a Puerto Rican love god
named Eros, it's a rule he keeps breaking...A sexy, smart, and irresistibly witty new novel, Miami Manhunt
explores one wild year when love gets crazy, hearts get broken and mended, and the only thing to count on is
the fact that life will never be the same again...Praise for Johnny Diaz and Boston Boys Club "Racy, funny,
and smart. You're going to love this book." --Scott Heim, author of Mysterious Skin and We Disappear "Fun,
well-written, and a great page-turner." --Alisa Valdes-Rodriguez, New York Times bestselling author
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From reader reviews:

Katrina Frey:

Information is provisions for people to get better life, information currently can get by anyone in
everywhere. The information can be a knowledge or any news even restricted. What people must be consider
while those information which is within the former life are challenging be find than now's taking seriously
which one is acceptable to believe or which one often the resource are convinced. If you obtain the unstable
resource then you understand it as your main information you will have huge disadvantage for you. All of
those possibilities will not happen in you if you take Miami Manhunt as your daily resource information.

Lula Estes:

The publication with title Miami Manhunt contains a lot of information that you can find out it. You can get
a lot of benefit after read this book. This book exist new understanding the information that exist in this e-
book represented the condition of the world today. That is important to yo7u to understand how the
improvement of the world. This specific book will bring you in new era of the glowbal growth. You can read
the e-book on your smart phone, so you can read the item anywhere you want.

Kerry Giles:

It is possible to spend your free time to learn this book this guide. This Miami Manhunt is simple to bring
you can read it in the park, in the beach, train and soon. If you did not get much space to bring the particular
printed book, you can buy the particular e-book. It is make you simpler to read it. You can save often the
book in your smart phone. So there are a lot of benefits that you will get when one buys this book.

William McNeill:

Book is one of source of knowledge. We can add our understanding from it. Not only for students but in
addition native or citizen need book to know the up-date information of year to be able to year. As we know
those textbooks have many advantages. Beside all of us add our knowledge, can bring us to around the
world. With the book Miami Manhunt we can consider more advantage. Don't someone to be creative
people? To get creative person must prefer to read a book. Merely choose the best book that suited with your
aim. Don't end up being doubt to change your life by this book Miami Manhunt. You can more inviting than
now.
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